


Directions:

● Color the FLAT WESLEY template, then cut him out.
● Take FLAT WESLEY with you throughout your summer, take a photo of what

you are doing with him to share with your church family!Let your imagination
soar as you spend the summer exploring your church, community, country or even
the world.  It can be as simple as Flat Wesley baking cookie with you - Driving in
the car, Playing at the beach or amusement park, taking a walk around the
neighborhood, Sunday School, church and so much more.  How about bringing
Wesley on your summer vacation?!?

● You can send your photos and maybe a short note to
canejoconnect805@gmail.com.  You can also share them in our Facebook group
Conejo Connect or tag us on Instagram @conejo_connect.  Please tag us with the
hashtag:  #cocoflatwesley22 We would love to keep up with where Flat Wesley’s
travels during the summer.

● Take the time to learn more about Circuit Riders and John Wesley, and the Methodist
Movement

mailto:canejoconnect805@gmail.com


History is more than facts and figures. It is full of real people with real stories. Connecting
with those people and stories helps us understand our lives and discern God’s for our future.
That is why it is important constantly to connect our teaching back to the important people in
our church history.  Here are some interesting, and maybe even surprising facts about John
Wesley. Hopefully this will help you connect in a fun way to our history and to our FLAT
WESLEY summer adventure.

1) JOHN WESLEY WROTE ONE OF THE ALL-TIME BESTSELLING MEDICAL
TEXTS

Wesley was deeply convinced that God is concerned about our earthly life as well as our
heavenly one. He wrote a medical text for the everyday person titled Primitive Physick. The
book detailed the current knowledge about home remedies and went through 32 editions,
making it one of the most widely read books in England

Many of Wesley’s Cures and tips on healthy living remain widely accepted.
Some of Wesley’s beliefs needed more supportive evidence. Here are some examples:
Hold a puppy against the stomach to cure stomach pain
Dried and powdered toad pills for asthma

2) JOHN WESLEY COINED THE TERM “AGREE TO DISAGREE”

Over the years, Wesley had serious theological differences with another popular pastor named
George Whitefield.  Though they both argued passionately, Wesley reflected on these
differences in a memorial sermon for Whitefield by saying: “There are many doctrines of a
less essential nature. … In these, we may think and let think; we may ‘agree to disagree.’ But,
meantime, let us hold fast the essentials. …” This appears to be the first recorded use of the
term. It was a hallmark of Wesley’s way of holding to his convictions while remaining in
connection with those with whom he disagreed.



3) JOHN WESLEY RODE FAR ENOUGH ON HORSEBACK TO CIRCLE THE EARTH 10
TIMES.

Wesley rode 250,000 miles! He was convinced that it was important for him personally to
spread the gospel through relationships and continue to grow closer to God in those
relationships. Asked if he would consider walking instead of riding, he replied, “Nay.”

4) WESLEY HAD SERIOUS DOUBTS ABOUT HIS FAITH.

Questioning one’s faith should not be disparaged. Doubts are essential to making any belief
system one’s own. They do not mean that one will let it go. In fact, even as Wesley struggled
with deep doubts about faith, he followed the wise instruction of a mentor who told him to
“preach faith till you have it; and then, because you have it, you will preach faith.” Even as
we struggle, we can maintain our hold on the truths we question until we can settle all of our
doubts.

5) “METHODIST” WAS ORIGINALLY A DEROGATORY TERM.

Though the origins of the term “Methodist” are in dispute, it is clear that it was originally
used by outsiders to mock John Wesley and his early societies because of their dedication to
following a method for growing closer to God. They ended up accepting the term,
considering it a positive descriptor of their movement. Way to own it, Methodists!

6) WESLEY COUNSELED PEOPLE TO “EAT A LITTLE LESS THAN YOU DESIRE.”

Staying slim was far from Wesley’s goal (1), though he did weigh in around 128 pounds. This
was not the result of dieting, but rather of a practice to ensure that people were not ruled by
their natural desires, but exercising control over them.



7) WESLEY NEVER INTENDED TO SPLIT FROM THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

However, when the revolution happened in the American colonies, most of the Anglican
priests returned home. Faced with the fact that none of the Methodists in the colonies could
receive the sacraments, Wesley ordained ministers whom he sent to do the same in America
(he was practical even when it caused problems). That act was the beginning of the separation
that formed the Methodist Church in America. The Methodist Church in England did not
officially form until after Wesley’s death.

8) WESLEY NEVER SAID THIS FAMOUS QUOTE ATTRIBUTED TO HIM.

It has been on the back of more than one United Methodist youth camp T-shirt: “Do all the
good you can, by all the means you can, in all the ways you can, in all the places you can, at
all the times you can, as long as ever you can.” Though the quote is often attributed to John
Wesley and is consistent with his perspective on life, many historians have confirmed there is
no record of Wesley ever saying that.

9) WESLEY BELIEVED YOU COULD NOT BE A CHRISTIAN ON YOUR OWN.

He said that we needed to be involved in “social holiness.” Though some often think this
term is synonymous with “social justice,” its meaning is quite different. Wesley believed we
could only grow as Christians in community. In his preface to the 1739 hymnal, he was
adamant that “the gospel of Christ knows of no religion but social; no holiness but social
holiness.”

10. METHODISM GREW FROM FOUR TO 132,000 MEMBERS IN WESLEY’S
LIFETIME.

The beginning of Methodism was a group of four who called themselves the “holy club” at
Oxford. When Wesley died in 1791, he left behind a movement with 72,000 members in the
British Isles and 60,000 in America.


